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T h e  s h o w e r  e n c l o s u re

All natural





ALL NATURAL

NATURE GIVES US MORE  
THAN WE COULD EVER  

HOPE TO FIND.

We created the new natura 4000 range as an evolution of our classic “dukessa-S” and 
“natura” shower enclosures, in aesthetics as well as performance. The new natura 4000 
is a technically innovative product of harmonious proportions and the clear-cut geometry 
of a minimalist linear design. In addition to long-established duka features including, for 
example, UV glass-metal bonding, compactly designed runners and adjustable hinges, 
we have directed considerable research and investment to the creation of the innovative 
technical touches, which are presented on the following pages. With this new range, duka 
confirm once more their skilled expertise in developing high-performance, exceptionally 
comfortable products. The contemporary spirit of the natura 4000 rounds out this high-end 
range, embodied in a captivating product which allows the customer to enjoy the pleasure of 
a true shower experience, day after day after day. 

> welcome to nature - duka.it/emotionnatura
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SLIDING DOOR

The sliding door models are particularly well-suited to large bathrooms and can be fitted with 
either one or two central doors. The intelligent design means the shower can be used in all 
imaginable variations - as a niche, a corner shower, in u-form or even as a round cabin. 

Take a browse through the next few 
pages and find some inspiration in the 
innovative features of the natura 4000:

 The fixed parts are height-adjustable and 
are available with or without a frame. 

 The protection strip of the sliding doors 
has been designed to enhance aesthetic 
appeal and functionality: At a height of 
just 11 mm, it also functions as a magnetic 
runner for stable, smooth running. 

 With the combination of the new guiding 
hook with the quick-release system and 
the magnet, both integrated in the lower 
horizontal profile, the lower runner is an 
exceptionally innovative feature. 

 The drip profile has been designed to 
guide the water towards the inside of the 
shower via a deflector ledge and features 
a discreet, barely visible seal, to enhance 
both performance and beauty.   

 In the corner model, the 90° horizontal 
panel joints feature a 45° cut, and the 
meticulous workmanship subtly enhances 
the beauty of the model. The inner edge 
of the panel is completely closed.  

 The handles and the magnetic frame 
come together to form an enclosure as 
beautiful as it is practical, with innovative 
metalwork that blends all individual parts 
into a harmonious whole. The handles 
have been designed for ergonomic 
comfort and to optimise the practical 
opening/closing alternatives.

BEAUTY LIES IN THE EYE 
OF THE BEHOLDER.
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AR-E2 L/R | Corner entry with sliding door, version for shower tray with lower horizontal frame
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1

A-E2 L/R | For shower tray with fixed panel and without lower horizontal frame

A-E2 L/R | Corner entry with sliding door, for floor-level installation, without horizontal frame on fixed panel



4

3

AR-E2 L/R | For floor-level installation with lower horizontal frame

AR-E2 L/R | For shower tray with fixed panel and with lower horizontal frame
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A-ST2N L/R | Sliding door for niches enclosures
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AR-ST2W L/R | A-S ST L/R | Sliding door with side panel
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^ A-ST2W L/R | A-SV L/R | Sliding door for niches enclosures together with shortened side panel 
< A-ST4 | Sliding door with two sliding panels and two fixed panels
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^ AR-ST4 | A-S4 | Sliding door with two sliding panels and two fixed panels for side walls 
< A-VRS | Quadrant with two sliding panels and two fixed panels
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SWING DOOR - PIVOT DOOR - BI-FOLDING DOOR

natura 4000 is ideal if you’re looking for easy entry, elegance and transparency. The pivot 
door can be fitted to baths with no fixed panel, for use in bathrooms with obstructions such 
as walling or radiators. The bi-folding door is the perfect solution for challenging bathroom 
layouts, guaranteeing maximum room in limited space. 

Swing door Bi-folding doorPivot door

Take a browse through the next few 
pages and find some inspiration in the 
innovative features of the new model:

 At just 16 mm in height, the upper 
horizontal frame creates a sense of 
buoyant lightness.

 The doors can be opened both outwards 
and inwards and feature a practical 
automatic close system. Both the fine-
adjustment mechanism and the closure 
system itself are in steel and are concealed 
by a classy, robust covering. 

 The innovative hinge technique of the 
bi-folding door allows for 180° opening, 
both inwards and outwards. Naturally, 
this model also features an auto-close 
system. 

 The hinge is bonded directly to the glass 
with duka’s patented UV bonding system. 
The result: Silky smooth inner surface 
for outstanding aesthetics and ease of 
cleaning. 

 Adjustment systems and wall-mounting 
fittings vary according to model. The bi-
folding door features a new 180° hinge. 
Small in size, it is fitted with an AC system 
to ensure smooth, perfect closure of your 
shower door.  

 The newly-designed drip profile has 
been developed to the most stringent of 
requirements without compromising on 
the seamless beauty of the shower. 

 The handles have been designed with 
a clear focus on ergonomic comfort and 
practicality. The shape varies according 
to the model. 

NATURE  
DOES NOTHING  

BY CHANCE.
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AR-PTN L/R | Swing door for niches enclosures
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AR-PTF L/R | Swing door with aligned fixed panel
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AR-PTW L/R | A-S DT L/R |  Swing door in combination with side wall 
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^ AR-PTW L/R | A-SV | Swing door in combination with shortened side panel  
< AR-PTF L/R | A-S4 | Swing door with aligned fixed panel in combination with side panel
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AR-DTN L/R | Pivot door
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AR-DTW L/R | A-S DT L/R | Pivot door in combination with side panel 
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AR-DTW L/R | A-S DT L/R | Pivot door in combination with side panel 
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AR-FPN L/R | Bi-folding door
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^ AR-FPW L/R | A-S DT L/R | Bi-folding door in combination with side panel 
< AR-FPN L/R | Bi-folding door
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AR-FPW L/R | A-S DT L/R | Bi-folding door in combination with side panel 
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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Created to guarantee uncompromising safety and reliability, all duka shower enclosures are 
available in both standard and customised measurements to fulfil your every wish. The new 
duka 4000 is no exception – quite the contrary. The models in the range adapt perfectly to 
even the most challenging of bathroom layouts and provide a vast pallet of solutions to suit 
every taste – right down to the very last millimetre! 

NATURE TENDS 
TO MAKE 

THINGS SIMPLE.
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TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS AND DESIGN

The new natura 4000 brings technology and design together in a product which promises to 
be a beautiful addition to any bathroom. Balanced proportions, aesthetic harmony in hinges, 
handles and frames, and ergonomic comfort are the principles behind duka experience 
showers, as can be seen in solutions including floor installation, which guarantees maximum 
functionality together with the highest of comfort for all people and age groups. As the motto 
says: “Design for all”!

ART INSPIRED  
BY NATURE.

Our symbols, the duka icons, represent the high quality and safety standards of our shower 
enclosures, safeguarded by regular and thorough inspection. Initially designed as a technical 
feature, they have become a guide and allow customers to find technical data easily and 
quickly. The individual symbols represent the variety of technical solutions which distinguish 
our shower enclosures. The detailed descriptions of the individual icons can be found under  
www.duka.it/icons.

TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS 

> www.duka.it/icons

ACS AC
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duka shower enclosures always offer a maximum of functionality and transform the ritual of 
the daily shower into a sensual and natural welfare. This is supported by the reliability and the 
durability of the duka products, coupled with easy cleaning and maintenance. All details of 
the new natura 4000 - from the handles that are adjusted ergonomically to the requirements 
and the usage of each door-type, to the releasable sliding door and the innovative drip-off 
profile - follow a clear task: make the user’s daily shower to an experience by means of a 
minimalistic design and maximal comfort.

DESIGN AND PRODUCT BENEFITS

Handle corner entry model Handle sliding door
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ACS

AC

The corner entry model presents itself with a special 
connection of the horizontal profiles, which stresses 
subtly the modernity of the model.

The lower guide system conceals a typical duka-
innovation: through the magnetic support the door glides 
sturdily and calmly on a guiding hook, which can be 
unlocked in order to clean the door. 

The sliding door glides smoothly in the guide rail up until 
the side panel - upon request with global closing “ACS” 
or “AC”, which leads the door gently and securely into 
the closed position. 

No glass overlap, to easy cleaning. 

To that, the swivelling out mechanism has been newly 
developed: the surprisingly easy unlocking makes the 
cleaning of the door even simpler. 

The closed inner side of the guide rail combines an 
appealing optical appearance with an easy cleaning. 

The fixed panels of the corner entry model are  
available with or without a horizontal profile. 

The symbiosis of the protection strip and the new, 
efficient and easy-care seal allows a maximum  
splash-water protection. 

The ball bearing mounted and in their height adjustable 
rollers in the guide rail ensure a supreme gliding comfort 
of the doors. 

SLIDING SYSTEMS IN DETAIL
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The hinges are attached directly to the glass by means 
of the proven duka UV adhesive technology. The result: 
completely smooth inner surfaces of the glasses for an 
impressive optical appearance and an easy cleaning.

Doors can be opened both outwards and inwards for 
uncompromising flexibility. 

The turning technology of the doors contains an 
innovative AC-system and provides an autonomous 
closing of the door on the last centimetres. 

PIVOT DOOR, SWING DOOR AND BI-FOLDING DOOR IN DETAIL

The right handle for each door-system: swing and pivot 
doors are integrated harmoniously into the profile - 
beautiful and easy to clean at the same time. For an easy 
use of the bi-folding door, the handle has been attached 
horizontally on the glass.

The intelligent hinge of the bi-folding door …

The bi-folding door presents itself with a classy, high-end 
hinge design. For smaller shower areas, a pivot point on 
the wall profile is recommended. 

… with a 180° opening, is equipped with an  
AC-mechanism. 

Through an offset pivot point, the pivot door provides 
room, for instance for mountings or radiators. Optically, 
the pivot door stands out with its homogeneous surface 
and transparency.

Less is more: pivot-technology, protection strip and the 
efficient, easy-care sealing-system have been reduced to 
the essentials.
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Quality, user-friendliness and ease of installation – these are the principles at the base of 
all our duka shower enclosures, and the attention to detail and technical skills we use to 
create inspiring and unusual solutions are mirrored in our products. In keeping with this 
principle, secure installation of our shower enclosures is equally straightforward and simple. 
Our shower enclosures are pre-assembled on our premises; this means that much of the 
work has already been completed before delivery, reducing the work involved and easing 
the installation procedure considerably. For final installation in the bathroom, every product 
comes with a full, detailed installation manual which guides you through the process of your 
new treasure step by step. 
natura 4000 - the symbiosis of comprehensive technology and excellent design.

INSTALLATION BENEFITS
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Fixed panels are height-adjustable for perfect installation on-site. 

Many components are pre-assembled at the 
headquarters - a signature of duka. 

Many components are largely pre-assembled already in 
the headquarters - a duka hallmark.

The wall attachment profile compensates elegantly by means of its innovative, 
telescopic correction mechanism for by the customer provided tolerances.

Perfection down to the smallest detail. For an optimal 
design and a completed shower experience.

The numerous fastening systems and configuration systems, such as Girofix, 
the telescopic screw and the counter-technique, make unappealing drillings in 
the aluminium with an improvised covering redundant. 
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The natura 4000 range forms part of the Quadra segment: The glass is framed with horizontal and vertical 
profiles, giving it body and distinction. Versatility is key: All models are available in non-standard dimensions 
and also as standard corner, niche or U-form solutions. The enclosure is available in silver high polish or silver 
matt and 6 mm safety glass with optional coating, available in four different designs. The range includes six 
door types, all of which can be opened both outwards and inwards. The corner enclosure and the quadrant 
complete the series, available for both floor-level and shower base installation.

PRODUCT RANGE

Pivot door for niches Swing door for niches Bi-folding door for niches

2-part sliding door 
exclusively for niches with 
lower horizontal profile

2-part sliding door exclusively 
for niches without lower 
horizontal profile

4-part sliding door for niches 
with lower horizontal profile, 
for use in combination with Art. 
A-S4, A-SV L/R

4-part sliding door for niches without 
lower horizontal profile, for use in 
combination with Art. A-S4, A-SV L/R

Item Width *
AR-DTN L/R 700 671 - 705
AR-DTN L/R 750 721 - 755
AR-DTN L/R 800 771 - 805
AR-DTN L/R 900 871 - 905
AR-DTN L/R 1000 971 - 1005
Custom made solutions 600 - 1000

Item Width *
AR-PTN L/R 700 671 - 705
AR-PTN L/R 750 721 - 755
AR-PTN L/R 800 771 - 805
AR-PTN L/R 900 871 - 905
AR-PTN L/R 1000 971 - 1005
Custom made solutions 550 - 1000

Item Width *
AR-FPN L/R 700 670 - 705
AR-FPN L/R 750 720 - 755
AR-FPN L/R 800 770 - 805
AR-FPN L/R 900 870 - 905
AR-FPN L/R 1000 970 - 1005
AR-FPN L/R 1200 1170 - 1205
Custom made solutions 600 - 1200

Item Width *
AR-ST2N L/R 1000 971 - 1005
AR-ST2N L/R 1200 1171 - 1205
AR-ST2N L/R 1400 1371 - 1405
AR-ST2N L/R 1500 1471 - 1505
AR-ST2N L/R 1600 1571 - 1605
AR-ST2N L/R 1700 1671 - 1705
Custom made solutions 870 - 1800

Item Width *
A-ST2N L/R 1000 971 - 1005
A-ST2N L/R 1200 1171 - 1205
A-ST2N L/R 1400 1371 - 1405
A-ST2N L/R 1500 1471 - 1505
A-ST2N L/R 1600 1571 - 1605
A-ST2N L/R 1700 1671 - 1705
Custom made solutions 870 - 1800

Item Width *
AR-ST4 1400 1356 - 1406
AR-ST4 1500 1456 - 1506
AR-ST4 1600 1556 - 1606
AR-ST4 1700 1656 - 1706
AR-ST4 1800 1756 - 1806
Custom made solutions 1315 - 2000

Item Width *
A-ST4 1400 1356 - 1406
A-ST4 1500 1456 - 1506
A-ST4 1600 1556 - 1606
A-ST4 1700 1656 - 1706
A-ST4 1800 1756 - 1806
Custom made solutions 1315 - 2000

Swing door with side panel 
for niches and for use in 
combination with Art A-S4, 
A-SV L/R

Item Width *
AR-PTF L/R 1000 959 - 1003
AR-PTF L/R 1100 1059 - 1103
AR-PTF L/R 1200 1159 - 1203
AR-PTF L/R 1400 1359 - 1403
AR-PTF L/R 1500 1459 - 1503
AR-PTF L/R 1600 1559 - 1603
Custom made solutions 959 - 1800
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On request, safety glass can be supplied with a treated surface. The natura 4000 range comprises six different 
models with a variety of door systems. All models are 1950 mm in height. 

Shortened side panel

Item Width *
A-SV L/R
Custom made solutions 178 - 1250

1-part swing door for use in 
combination with Art.  
A-S DT L/R

Item Width *
AR-PTW L/R 700 678 - 703
AR-PTW L/R 750 728 - 753
AR-PTW L/R 800 778 - 803
AR-PTW L/R 900 878 - 903
AR-PTW L/R 1000 978 - 1003
Custom made solutions 550 - 1000

Item Width *
AR-FPW L/R 700 679 - 704
AR-FPW L/R 750 729 - 754
AR-FPW L/R 800 779 - 804
AR-FPW L/R 900 879 - 904
AR-FPW L/R 1000 979 - 1004
AR-FPW L/R 1200 1179 - 1204
Custom made solutions 600 - 1200

Side panel for use in combination with 
Art. AR-ST4, A-ST4, AR-PTF L/R

Item Width *
A-S4 700 677 - 702
A-S4 750 727 - 752
A-S4 800 777 - 802
A-S4 900 877 - 902
A-S4 1000 977 - 1002
Custom made solutions 178 - 1250

Pivot door for use in 
combination with Art.  
A-S DT L/R

Side panel for use in 
combination with Art.  
AR-DTW L/R, AR-PTW L/R, 
AR-FPW L/R

Item Width *
AR-DTW L/R 700 678 - 703
AR-DTW L/R 750 728 - 753
AR-DTW L/R 800 778 - 803
AR-DTW L/R 900 878 - 903
AR-DTW L/R 1000 978 - 1003
Custom made solutions 600 - 1000

Item Width *
A-S DT L/R 700 677 - 702
A-S DT L/R 750 727 - 752
A-S DT L/R 800 777 - 802
A-S DT L/R 900 877 - 902
A-S DT L/R 1000 977 - 1002
Custom made solutions 178 - 1250

Bi-folding door for use in 
combination with Art.  
A-S DT L/R

L = left handed, R = right handed - * Available in widths of the shower enclosure in mm - www.duka.it/natura4000
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Quadrant with 2 fixed panels and 
2 sliding panels

Side panel for use in combination with Art. AR-ST2W L/R

Item Width *
A-VRS 80R50 777 - 802
A-VRS 80R55 777 - 802
A-VRS 90R50 877 - 902
A-VRS 90R55 877 - 902
A-VRS 10R50 977 - 1002
A-VRS 10R55 977 - 1002
Custom made solutions 765 - 1200

Item Width *
A-S ST L/R 700 677 - 702
A-S ST L/R 750 727 - 752
A-S ST L/R 800 777 - 802
A-S ST L/R 900 877 - 902
A-S ST L/R 1000 977 - 1002
Custom made solutions 178 - 1250

L = left handed, R = right handed - * Available in widths of the shower enclosure in mm - www.duka.it/natura4000

Corner entry with sliding doors, 
with lower horizontal profile

Corner entry with sliding doors, 
without lower horizontal profile

Item Width *
AR-E2 L/R 700 677 - 702
AR-E2 L/R 750 727 - 752
AR-E2 L/R 800 777 - 802
AR-E2 L/R 900 877 - 902
AR-E2 L/R 1000 977 - 1002
AR-E2 L/R 1200 1177 - 1202
Custom made solutions 550 - 1200

Item Width *
A-E2 L/R 700 677 - 702
A-E2 L/R 750 727 - 752
A-E2 L/R 800 777 - 802
A-E2 L/R 900 877 - 902
A-E2 L/R 1000 977 - 1002
A-E2 L/R 1200 1177 - 1202
Custom made solutions 550 - 1200

2-part sliding door with lower 
horizontal profile for use in 
combination with Art.  
A-S ST L/R

2-part sliding door without lower 
horizontal profile for use in 
combination with Art. A-S ST L/R

Item Width *
AR-ST2W L/R 1000 977 - 1002
AR-ST2W L/R 1200 1177 - 1202
AR-ST2W L/R 1400 1377 - 1402
AR-ST2W L/R 1500 1477 - 1502
AR-ST2W L/R 1600 1577 - 1602
AR-ST2W L/R 1700 1677 - 1702
Custom made solutions 870 - 1800

Item Width *
A-ST2W L/R 1000 977 - 1002
A-ST2W L/R 1200 1177 - 1202
A-ST2W L/R 1400 1377 - 1402
A-ST2W L/R 1500 1477 - 1502
A-ST2W L/R 1600 1577 - 1602
A-ST2W L/R 1700 1677 - 1702
Custom made solutions 870 - 1800
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natura 4000 is available with silver high polish or silver matt profiles and with 6 mm toughened safety glass 
(Transparent, Satinated, Central satinated silk-screen print or Parsol grey). Additionally, the safety glass can be 
treated with a surface protection. It allows an easy cleaning (ProCare and Protect) and inhibits the glass-ageing.

HINGE AND PROFILE COLOURS

SIL silver mat SHL silver high polish

A10 Transparent ST10 Satin glass AG10 Parsol greyTS10 Satinated silk-screen print in the 
centre of the glass *

* The central screen print of this glass can be made up to a width of 1250 mm.

The natura 4000 series includes an innovative treated glass which
goes by the name of ProCare. The treatment takes place during 
the production of the panels, when the surface is magnetron- 
sputtered with metal oxides in a vacuum. The tempering process
activates and fixes the coating, ensuring that water runs fully off 
the glass surface, vastly reducing watermarks and keeping 
your glass as good as new far into the future. ProCare is available 
as an alternative to Protect coating for many products.

All shower enclosures are available with optional ESG Protect 
coating. Water droplets are drawn towards each other on the 
glass surface; this means that water rolls off the glass more 
easily and fewer deposits build up on the panel, making for effort-
less cleaning. Important: Do not use abrasive, corrosive or acidic 
cleaning products.

All technical information and detailed data of our model can be found on www.duka.it.

TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS

SAFETY GLASS

GLASS COATING
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duka AG 
Erlenweg 19, I-39042 Brixen (BZ)
Tel. +39 0472 273 100
info@duka.it - www.duka.it

For technical reasons,  
the colours shown, differ from  
the actual colours.

duka AG reserves the right to change its 
products without obligation of notification  
or replacement at any time.

All technical information and  
detailed data of our model  
can be found on www.duka.it.

5 YEARS OF 
GUARANTEE

10 YEARS 
AVAILABILITY 
GUARANTEE
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